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          Online Casino Bonus

          CasinBonusOnline.ca is a site designed to help Canadian online casino & slots players to find the best value online casino welcome bonuses, special offers and hot casino promotions. There are a lot of online casinos out there offering a whole host of introductory offers to try and win your custom. It would take an age for you to go through them all, and so that’s why we’ve done it—so you don’t have to.
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	Play
	Bonus
	Rating
	Description
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                   Excellent Betway review
                

                
                  
                  	+450 Microgaming games
	Top progressive jackpots
	Sports booking option
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                   Excellent 7 Sultans review
                

                
                  
                  	Large selection of casino games
	Long and solid track record
	Great variety of deposit and withdrawal options
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                   Excellent Jackpot City review
                

                
                  
                  	Over 350 casino games
	Great video poker section
	Instant play option
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                   Excellent Spin Palace review
                

                
                  
                  	Over 450 casino games
	Live casino action
	Amazing Loyalty Club
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                   Very good Mr Green review
                

                
                  
                  	Top Netent games
	Huge slots section
	American roulette tables
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                   Very good Dunder review
                

                
                  
                  	1000+ casino games
	A good range of software brands
	Million dollar jackpots


                

              

            


        
        
          Best online casino bonuses

          Online casinos are becoming more innovative and inventive in the types of bonuses they offer as the competition in the marketplace has increased. This means there’s a greater variety of bonuses available, but not every sort of welcome bonus will suit every type of player. The overall real value of the casino bonus can depend on a number of criteria:

          	The type of bonus e.g., deposit match bonus, no deposit bonus, free spins bonus, etc.
	How much of an investment is required to unlock the full bonus
	The overall match percentage on any deposit bonus
	The timeframe that is open for you to claim the bonus
	The playthrough requirement before winnings can be cashed out
	The contribution slots make to the wagering requirement
	The value of the high roller bonus
	Whether there is a preferred payment method bonus available


          These can all vary a good deal from casino to casino, and so finding the right combination is what will determine whether a particular online casino bonus is the right one for you. Our reviews help you to make the right choice as we analyse each bonus in detail, breaking it down and assessing whether the value it offers is worth your investment. We only recommend Canadian online casinos where the welcome bonus offers players value, is accessible, and is suited to slots players.

          What better way to find out about the best bonuses than from the players themselves? In addition to cashing in offers for our own sake, we’ve taken note of what others out there have to say about current promotions. Canadian bonus sites make a great resource for finding the hottest online casino bonus offers available right now.

          So whether you’re a regular high roller who likes to have a healthy bankroll at all times, or an occasional player who only likes to add to their casino account balance every now and then, we can help you to find the right welcome bonus to suit how you like to play.

          How we recommend online casinos

          In order to be able to answer all of the above questions—and more—we undertake extensive research before we recommend a Canadian online casino. Our reviewers are all experienced Canadian online slots and casino games players who have played at the sites and on the games we recommend. And although we focus on casino bonuses, that’s not all we look at.

          Our reviews provide comprehensive coverage of the range, type and suitability of the online slots a casino offers, including the progressive jackpot games, as well as information on the casino’s slots payout percentages. The sites we recommend will always have a good selection of online slots to choose from, and we include both online casinos where you can find games from just one developer, and sites where many different developers’ games can be played.

          The online casinos that we list also have a good selection of the most lucrative progressive jackpot slots, attached to the biggest paying networks, as well as some of the smaller, niche progressive jackpot games.

          We also review the mobile casinos operated by the sites we recommend, and give you guidance on how they can be accessed, the devices they’re suitable for, how to download any apps, as well as an overall assessment of the quality of the gaming experience on offer at the mobile site.

          Our reviewers also explore the availability and quality of the customer support on offer, should you need help at any of the sites we recommend, and provide you with contact details so you can get in touch quickly and easily. We also highlight the different languages a casino operates in and the policies they have in place with regards to responsible gambling, underage gambling, self-exclusion, etc.
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          A Canadian site for Canadian players

          Unlike a lot of other online casino portals, our focus is always on the gaming experience for Canadian players. All of the sites that we recommend not only accept Canadians but many will also have special offers or an exclusive bonus designed especially for their benefit.

          In addition, virtually all of our recommended sites enable you to operate your online casino account in $CAD and, in the rare instances where this isn’t possible, we will make that clear. We also outline the payment methods that are available and accessible to Canadian players—we’ll make a feature of sites that accept Instadebit, for example, because it’s supported by every bank and financial institution in Canada—and all of the methods by which you can make deposits and withdrawals. Our listed casinos also offer players safe and secure encrypted banking transactions and ensure that your personal information remains personal.

          Or reviews will also list the contact numbers for casino customer support that Canadian players can use (especially when they’re toll free) as well as sites that offer support or games in French. We even highlight online casinos where you can find Canadian-themed slots, like Microgaming’s Untamed Wolf Pack or Timberjack by Blueberi!

          The sites that we recommend here will also offer a safe and secure gaming environment for Canadian players, being fully licensed by the relevant gaming authority and audited by an independent organisation such as eCogra, TST or IGL. This means you can be sure that you’re playing high quality games that are operated fairly at a reputable site where your personal information and financial details are handled securely.

          Your Complete Canadian Online Casino Resource

          Our aim is to be a total resource for Canadian online players—a site where you can find everything you need to know in the one place.

          As well as reviews of online casinos, we provide players with reviews of a wide range of slots games too. This includes games from leading developers such as Microgaming, Playtech and NetEnt, as well as newer, cutting-edge players in the market. Our reviews naturally cover all the biggest latest-release video and themed slots, but we also delve into the back catalogue as well, taking at fresh look at old favourites, including many classic 3 reel slots.

          We also keep you up to date with the latest online gaming news, highlighting events such as the most recent big progressive jackpot wins, new online slot games, big slots tournaments, as well as Canadian sporting news.

          On our site you will also find how-to-play guides for a range of online casino games besides slots, as well as strategy and betting guides for different games, alongside a Beginner’s Guide and FAQs for anyone new to the world of online casinos. These explain everything you need to know, from how to claim an online casino welcome bonus, to how to download casino software, to setting up an account, to which are the best payment methods to use.

          You can also learn more about online casino terminology and what terms like wagering requirement, no deposit bonus, free spin bonus or cashback bonus all actually mean.

          Get Started With Online Casino Bonuses

          Everyone loves free money and online casino bonuses are the best way to get free money by playing at online casinos. Online bonuses allow you to play more and even try out games you might not normally play.

          Ongoing bonuses are a great incentive to keep coming back to a casino and can even help give you more chances at hitting the big jackpot. Check out the bonus offers above to start playing with extra bonus cash and free spins.
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